Abstract. Let F be a quadratic form in four variables, let m P N and let k P Z 4 . We count integer solutions to F pxq " 0 with x " k pmod mq. One can compare this to the similar problem of counting solutions to F pxq " 0 without the congruence condition. It turns out that adding the congruence condition sometimes gives a very different main term than the homogeneous case. In particular, there are examples where the number of primitive solutions to the problem is 0, while the number of unrestricted solutions is nonzero.
Introduction
Let F be a non-singular quadratic form in 4 variables with integer coefficients, and let m P N, k P Z 4 satisfy F pkq " 0 pmod mq. We are interested in counting integer solutions to F pxq " 0, x " k pmod mq (1.1) inside a box of width P , as P Ñ 8. We also assume that pm, kq " 1, as otherwise one could just cancel the common factor everywhere.
The same problem without the congruence condition x " k pmod mq was solved in [HB96] , and we will adopt the same methods here. We will therefore count solutions with a smooth weight w : R 4 Ñ r0, 8q with compact support. Fix a quadratic form F and let N F,w pP, m, kq " ÿ xPZ 4 x"k pmod mq F pxq"0 wpP´1xq.
As in [HB96] we will require that ∇F ‰ 0 on the closure of supppwq. In particular this implies that supppwq does not contain the origin. From now on we assume that this technical condition is satisfied without further comment. For the corresponding quantity N F,w pP q " ÿ where χ is the Jacobi symbol`d etpF q˘.
If the determinant of F is a square it holds that N F,w pP q " σ 8 pF, wqσs q pF qP 2 log P`σ 1 pF, wqP 2`O F,w,ǫ pP 3{2`ǫ q, where σ 1 pF, wq is some quantity not depending on P .
Here σ 8 pF, wq denotes the singular integral σ 8 pF, wq " lim which can be shown to be positive if wpxq ą 0 for some real solution x to F pxq " 0. For quadratic forms in fewer than five variables the usual HardyLittlewood singular series may converge only conditionally or not at all, which is why the above main terms have a modified singular series σ˚pF q or σs q pF q, which we define later. In exactly the same way as for the usual singular series one can show that these are positive provided F pxq " 0 has a nonzero p-adic solution for every prime p. Naively one would perhaps expect N F,w pP ; m, kq to have a similar looking asymptotic expression as N F,w pP q. Defining F 1 pxq " F pmx`kq and w 1 pxq " wpmx`kq it seems reasonable to expect N F,w pP ; m, kq to have the main term predicted by Theorem 1.1 for N F 1 ,w 1 pP q, keeping in mind that the theorem is not applicable in this case, as F 1 is not a quadratic form. Rather surprisingly this turns out to not always be the case.
As an example of a case where the above prediction does not give the correct answer, consider the following. Let p, q be odd primes satisfying p " q " 1 pmod 8q and set F pxq " x 2 1´p qx 2 2´x3 x 4 . Let k satisfy´k p¯" 1 and´k q¯"´1 . We set m " pq and k " pa, b, k, kq, where a, b are any integers satisfying F pkq " 0 pmod pqq, e.g. a " k, b " 0. We shall show in Section 5 that then in fact
where C is the leading coefficient predicted by Theorem 1.1, χ 0 is the principal Dirichlet character of conductor pq and χ ∆ "´p q¯.
To understand why the above example has the "wrong" number of solutions we need to look at primitive solutions. We say that a vector x is primitive if the coordinates of x have no common factor. Let
The quantities N F,w pP, m, kq and N prim F,w pP, m, kq are then related via the formulae N F,w pP, m, kq " Assume that x is a primitive solution to (1.1) for the above example. Let r|x 3 be an odd prime. Then x 2 1´p qx 2 2 " 0 pmod rq, and so either`p q r˘"´r pq¯" 1 or r|x 1 and r|x 2 . In the second case, we can't have r " p or r " q, and since x is primitive we then get r 2 |x 3 . Repeating this argument we see that any odd prime factor of x 3 either appears as an even power or is a quadratic residue mod pq. Noting that´2 pq¯" 1 and´´1 pq¯" 1 this then gives that in fact´x 3 pq¯" 1, a contradiction. This shows that the example has no primitive solutions. By (1.3) we then expect that also the number of unrestricted solutions is biased, which is exactly what we observe.
Unfortunately we are not able to fully understand when the above phenomenon occurs. Let ∆ be the conductor of the Dirichlet character
What we are able to say is that N F,w pP ; m, kq takes the expected form if det M is a square or if ∆ has some prime factor that doesn't divide m. On the other hand, if all prime factors of ∆ divide m then there are two terms of order P 2 in the asymptotic expression for N F,w pP ; m, kq, namely the usual one and some sort of bias term.
The bias term appears in the analysis in a similar way as the term σ 1 pF, wqP 2 in Theorem 1.1 for the square determinant case. The quantity σ 1 pF, wq is not well understood, to the extent that there doesn't even seem to be a good way of predicting if it is nonzero. It is therefore not too surprising that it is hard to say anything quantitative about the bias term in our case. On the other hand, we are able to extract some qualitative information, so that knowing N F,w pP ; m, kq or N prim F,w pP ; m, kq for some value of k is enough to compute N F,w pP ; m, dkq and N prim F,w pP ; m, dkq for any multiple dk of k. Theorem 1.2. Let F be a non-singular quadratic form in 4 variables with underlying matrix M , let m P N and k P Z 4 be such that F pkq " 0 pmod mq, and let w be a smooth weight function. Then, if det M is a square it holds that N F,w pP ; m, kq "σ 8 pF, wqσs q pF, m, kqm´4P 2 log P σ 1 pF, w, m, kqP
for any ǫ ą 0. Here σ 8 pF, wq is as in (1.2) and σs q pF, m, kq is the singular series, the definition of which will be given (3.7). The coefficient σ 1 pF, w, m, kq is some constant not depending on P .
Theorem 1.3. Let F be a non-singular quadratic form in 4 variables with underlying matrix M , let m P N and k P Z 4 be such that F pkq " 0 pmod mq, and let w be a smooth weight function. Then if det M is not a square it holds that, for any ǫ ą 0,
where we postpone the definition of the singular series σ˚pF, m, kq until (3.8), χ ∆ "`d et M˘, and τ pF, w, m, kq is some quantity not depending on P that satisfies the following two properties.
‚ τ pF, w, m, kq " 0 unless every prime factor of ∆ divides m; ‚ If pd, mq " 1 then τ pF, w, m, dkq " χ ∆ pdqτ pF, w, m, kq.
Unfortunately we are not able to say much else about the quantity τ pF, w, m, kq than the two properties listed in the theorem. These do however immediately imply the following corollary, which in particular tells us that in projective space everything works out as expected.
Corollary 1.4. Let F, w, m and k be as in Theorem 1.3 and assume that every prime factor of ∆ divides m. Then if χ ∆ pdq " 1 it holds that, for any ǫ ą 0,
Furthermore, it holds that
The error terms in Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 are both worse than the error terms in theorems 1.1 and 1.2. This is not because of some actual limitation of the method, indeed one could obtain the same error term in all results by some extra work. However, allowing for a loss of P 1{6 in the error greatly simplifies the amount of technical work needed, which is why we have chosen to go for a slightly weaker approach here.
We remark that the problem we are trying to solve was mentioned in [HB96, discussion surrounding Corollary 3]. There Heath-Brown points out that the counting function N F,w pP ; m, kq may be handled with the same methods as those applied to N F,w pP q, which is exactly what we do. On the other hand, the conclusion is perhaps not as straightforward as indicated. In particular, it is not true that excluding the obvious obstructions is enough to guarantee primitive solutions, as our initial example showed.
Notation. For a 4ˆ4 matrix A and a vector x P R 4 we'll write A´1pxq " x T A´1x. The matrix M will always be the symmetric matrix satisfying F pxq " x T M x and ∆ will always be the conductor of the Dirichlet character`d et M˘, which we denote by χ ∆ . We will write χ 0 for the principal Dirichlet character modulo m.
If pa, bq " 1 we will write a pbq for the inverse of a modulo b, that is, a pbq a " 1 pmod bq. The notation a|b 8 means that if p|a then p|b.
We will write ÿå pmod" ÿ a pmodpa,qq"1 and in general we won't always specify all summation and integration limits if this is clear from context.
For a vector x we write |x| for the supremum norm }x} 8 . We use standard error notation. If f and g are two functions we write f " Opgq, f ! g or g " f to mean that there exists some absolute constant C ą 0 such that f ď Cg. Quite often this constant will also depend on some other parameters, which we indicate by a subscript. So f " O ǫ pgq and f ! ǫ g both mean that there exists some constant Cpǫq ą 0 depending only on ǫ such that f ď Cpǫqg.
Outline. In section 2 we apply the Heath-Brown circle method as described in [HB96] to get an expression for N F,w pP ; m, kq. Most of the analysis is nearly identical as in [HB96] , and the parts which require some extra care are dealt with in Section 3. In Section 4 we sketch how to prove Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4. Finally, in Section 5 we revisit the example mentioned in the introduction together with a second example, and compute N F,w pP ; m, kq for these two cases.
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The Heath-Brown circle method
The starting point of the Heath-Brown circle method is the following, which follows from an identity for the δ-function due to Duke, Friedlander and Iwaniec [DFI93] . The method is therefore also sometimes referred to as the δ-method. and
The constant c P satisfies c P " 1`O N pP´N q for any N ą 0.
Note that in the theorem's original form F is a form of degree d, but the homogeneity of F isn't actually used in the proof. In addition much more can be said about the function h, but instead of stating these properties we will directly cite results from [HB96] involving I q pcq. In particular we will use that there is a constant C ą 0 such that I q pcq " 0 for all q ě CP .
Applying Theorem 2.1 with F pmx`kq and wpP´1pmx`kqq in place of F pxq and wpP´1pxqq respectively, we get
and I q pc; m, kq " ż wpP´1pmx`kqqhpP´1q, P´2F pmx`kqqe q p´c¨xqdx.
Substitute y " mx`k in the above integral to get I q pc; m, kq " m´4e mq pc¨kqI q pc{mq, (2.5)
where I q pcq is defined as in (2.2).
The fact that c P Z 4 rather than just R 4 isn't needed to prove any of the results from [HB96] concerning I q pcq, so all of the following results apply with 1 m c in place of c. We will need these bounds when we combine everything in Section 4. 
The main work needed to establish a result is to deal with the sums S q pc; m, kq, which is what we do in the next section. where the factor e mq pc¨kq is included because of (2.
Note that if c " 0 this simplifies to S q p0; m, kq " S u p0; m, kqS v p0; m, kq. In other words, S q p0; m, kq is multiplicative in q, which will make this case much easier than the general case.
The case c " 0. As noted above S q p0; m, kq is multiplicative as a function of q, and so we can use the the exact same methods as in [HB96] to understand the sum ř qďX q´4S q p0; m, kq. The resulting main term will involve the quantity
In much the same way as one can show that the usual p-adic density
one can show that
If pp, mq " 1 it is clear that σ p pm, kq " σ p , for example one can substitute mx`k Þ Ñ x in the above. We remark that for any d satisfying pd, mq " 1,
and so in reality σ p pm, kq only depends on the projective vector k. σ p pm, kq and σ p are as in (3.3) and (3.4) respectively and σ 1 1 pF, m, kq is some constant depending on F , m and k but not on X.
If det M is not a square then and σ p pm, kq and σ p are as above.
Proof. See [HB96, Lemma 31], which gives a similar statement with S q p0q in place of S q p0; m, kq. The details are otherwise almost exactly the same, so we do not repeat them here.
The case c ‰ 0. If pu, mq " 1 it holds that S u pv puq c; m, kq " e u p´mv puq c¨kqS u pmv puq cq " e u p´mv puq c¨kqS u pcq, by the substitution b 1 " mb`k in (2.4) and the fact that S q pkcq " S q pcq for pq, kq " 1. Using this and (3.2) gives e uv pc¨k{mqS uv pc; m, kq " e mv pu pmvq c¨kqS u pcqS v pu pvq c; m, kq,
where we also use that a pbq`b paq " 1 pmod abq
to write e muv pc¨kqe u p´mv puq c¨kq " e mv pu pmvq c¨kq. We will use this to write the sum over q in (3.1) as a sum over u and v, where pu, mq " 1 and v|m 8 . We then split the sum into two parts depending on the size of v, namely SpX, c, m, kq " S 1`S2 with For S 2 we use the following basic bound.
Lemma 3.2. It holds that
Proof. This is essentially [HB96, Lemma 25], which establishes the bound for S q pcq, but pretty much the exact same proof goes through for S q pc, m, kq.
Taking absolute values and using the lemma gives
For a function f supported only on integers coprime to mv with period mv one can decompose f puq " ÿ Dealing with the innermost sum over u will be done nearly identically as in [HB96] , the only difference is the twist by χpuq.
Lemma 3.3. Let χ be a Dirichlet character of conductor mv for some v|m 8 . Then for any ǫ ą 0,
where
ηpcq " 1 if M´1pcq " 0 and 0 otherwise, and ξpχq " 1 if χ " χ 0 χ ∆ and 0 otherwise. Recall that χ 0 is the principal character modulo m.
Proof. If M´1pcq ‰ 0 this is just [HB96, Lemma 28] with the condition |c| ď P removed and the error P ǫ replaced by |c| ǫ . If M´1pcq " 0 this is essentially the same as [HB96, Lemma 30]. The only real difference is that if χ " χ 0 χ ∆ then one gets a main term even when det M is not a square. Note that in the main term we have used the fact that S p t pcq " S p t p0q whenever M´1pcq " 0 and p ffl ∆. Indeed, aF pbq`c¨b " aF pb`p2aq´1M´1cq´p4aq´1M´1pcq can be used in the definition of S p t pcq.
Applying Lemma 3.3 we now have that S 1 is
For the error term we use that
by (3.9) and the bound in Lemma 3.2. The error is then bounded above by
where we have used that the number of values of v we are summing over is of order plog Xq ωpmq ! m,ǫ X ǫ , where ωpmq is the number of unique prime factors of m.
If ηpcq " 1 and ∆|m 8 we might also get a main term. Assume therefore that ∆|m 8 , such that for at least some v the character χ " χ 0 χ ∆ appears in the sum. The main term is then
Finally we extend the sum over v to also include values with v ą X 1{3 . By (3.12) this introduces an error O m,∆,ǫ pX 11{3`ǫ q. Combining all of this we thus have
where we have defined
Together with the bound on S 2 we have thus proved the following.
Lemma 3.4. For any ǫ ą 0 and c ‰ 0 it holds that
Remark. One can in fact evaluate a χ pv, c, m, kq by factoring v and m into separate prime factors and using standard results on Gauss sums. However, the resulting expressions don't seem very enlightening, and the dependence on c is particularly nasty. In proving our main theorem we will eventually need to sum an expression involving ηpcqApc, m, kq over c ‰ 0, and here we were not able to use the closed form of a χ pv, c, m, kq and Apc, m, kq in any meaningful sense. Because computing a closed form expression is a fairly long and technical computation we thus omit it here.
Finally, we record the following transformation property for Apc, m, kq.
Lemma 3.5. Let pd, mq " 1. Then
Proof. By (3.9) and (2.4) we have that a χ pv, c, m, kq is
If pd, mq " 1 we can make the substitutions db Þ Ñ b, x Þ Ñ dx and a Þ Ñ d 2 a to get a χ pv, c, m, kq " χpdqa χ pv, c, m, dkq. Inserting this into (3.13) then gives the result.
Proof of main results
We are now ready to prove our main results. Assume first that det M is a square. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is exactly the same as the proof of [HB96, Theorem 7] , except that the main term comes from Lemma 3.1 instead of an analogous result for ř qďX q´4S q p0q, and similarly one needs to use Lemma 3.4 instead of an analogous result for ř qďX S q pcq to achieve the term of order P 2 .
Note that by (3.12), Apc, m, kq can be bounded above by O m p1q uniformly in c, and so showing convergence of the sum over c ‰ 0 can be done exactly as before. When det M is not a square the proof is essentially just a combination of the proofs of [HB96, theorems 6 & 7] . As usual c " 0 in (2.3) gives rise to a term of order P 2 , but unlike in Theorem 1.1 the terms with c ‰ 0 also contribute something of order P 2 , in the same way that one gets a secondary term of order P 2 in the case where det M is a square. As this is the most interesting case we repeat a rough sketch of the proofs in [HB96] .
Sketch of proof of Theorem 1.3. Using lemmas 2.3 and 3.1 and the identity (2.5) we have by partial summation that ÿ Răqď2R q´4S q p0; m, kqI q p0; m, kq ! F,w,m,ǫ P 4 R´1 {2`ǫ .
Since I q p0q " 0 for q " P this then gives that
q´4S q p0; m, kqI q p0; m, kq ! F,w,m,ǫ P 7{2`2ǫ .
For q ď P 1´ǫ , lemmas 2.2 and 3.1 give that
Lemmas 2.4 and 3.2 together with the fact that I q pcq is supported only for q ! P gives For |c| ď P ǫ and c ‰ 0 we use partial summation together with Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 3.4 to get ÿ Răqď2R q´4e mq pc¨kqS q pc; m, kqI q pc{mq
Summing over all q and using that I q pcq " 0 for q " P we then get
for any c ‰ 0. Now we define
Ir pcq " P´4I rP pcq, which doesn't depend on P . The last integral above is then P 4 σ 8 pF, w, c{mq, where we have defined we then have the required asymptotic expression. Finally, Apc, m, kq " 0 whenever ∆ ffl m 8 , and so the same holds for τ pF, w, m, kq. Lemma 3.5 gives that τ pF, w, m, dkq " χ ∆ pdqτ pF, w, m, kq for any d satisfying pm, dq " 1.
Proof of Corollary 1.4. For the first part of the corollary we just need that for pm, dq " 1 it holds that σ˚pF, m, dkq " σ˚pF, m, kq by (3.6) together with τ pF, w, m, dkq " χ ∆ pdqτ pF, w, m, kq.
For the second part of the corollary we simply use τ pF, w, m, dkq " χ ∆ pdqτ pF, w, m, kq, together with the fact that χ ∆ pdq "´1 for exactly half of the values d P pZ{mZqẘ hen ∆|m 8 . Here we also use that ∆ ‰ 1, 2, as for squarefree D the quadratic character`D˘has conductor |D| or 4|D|, and so ∆ " 2 will never occur.
Remark. Now that we have the precise definition of τ pF, w, m, kq it should be clear what causes the difficulty in analysing it. In particular we see that in addition to understanding Apc, m, kq one needs to say something more about σ 8 pF, w, cq, a feat that also would tell us something about σ 1 pF, wq in Theorem 1.1.
Examples
We begin by noting that the second result of Corollary 1.4 implies a similar result for N prim F,w pP ; m, kq. Indeed, by the corollary and (1.4) we get that 
where C " σ 8 pF, wqLp1, χ ∆ qσ˚pF, m, kqφpmqm´4. Note that we have used that σ˚pF, m, kq is unchanged when k is multiplied by l P pZ{mZq˚. pχ ∆ plq`1ql´2 " Lp2, χ 0 χ ∆ q`Lp2, χ 0 q 2 , with a similar expression for ř l:χ 0 χ ∆ "´1 l´2, finishing the proof. Example 1. As in the introduction, let F pxq " x 2 1´p qx 2 2´x3 x 4 , let p " q " 1 pmod 8q be odd primes and take k such that´k p¯" 1 and k q¯"´1 . Set m " pq and k " pk, 0, k, kq. As shown in the introduction we know that N prim F,w pP ; m, kq " 0, and so Proposition 5.1 us applicable.
Example 2. As a second example, set m " 4, k " p0, 3, 3, 3q and Furthermore, let w be a smooth weight function which satisfies supppwq Ă p0, 8q 4 . Assume that x is a primitive solution to F pxq " 0 with x " k pmod mq and let p|x 3 be an odd prime. Then x 2 1`x 2 2 " 0 pmod pq, and as x 1 , x 2 are positive this implies that p " 1 pmod 4q or p|x 1 and p|x 2 . In the second case, as x is primitive we get p 2 |x 3 . In this way one can show that any prime p " 3 pmod 4q divides x 3 to an even power, contradicting the fact that x 3 " 3 pmod 4q, and so there are no primitive solutions. Proposition 5.1 is thus applicable also in this case.
